
LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY scuoots

ENGLISH STUDIES

PRIMARY TWO SECOND TERM

LEARNING LERANING EMBEDDED CORE

WKS 
TOPICS

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES SKILLS

(A)Revision of

first term work:

oral and

written

comprehensio

n.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) examine and

label pictures in

books.

1) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the pictures

given and label them.

2) Pupils, in small

groups, distinguish

the strategies.

1) Creativity and

imagination.

2) Collaboration and

cornrNJnication.

3) Creaüvity and

imagination.

2) list and identify

comprehension

strategies.

3) apply

comprehension

3) Pupils, as a class,

compare tie
strategies.

strategies to text.

(B). Revision By the end of the

lesson, pupils
of first term

1) Pupils, as a dass,

analyse the writing

1) Creatvity aM 

imaginaüon

I-ERANING

RESOURCES

Audto visual

resources

1) Chart

2) Videottape

Web resmjrces

roomkey.cnn

Visual resources

1) Chart

should be able to:
work: the

writing 1) define elements
process.

of wifing process.

2) explain tie

process.

3) apply the

process to write

proæss.

2) Pupils, in smell

groups, a

sartple of wring

process to explain

procedures.

3) Each

generate abiüty to

2) Collaboraüon ard
2) Pictures

@mnunicajon

Web resources
3) tlinkirg

and probbm solving

oudines on a

given 'eter

\nng.
Audio visud

(C). Revision

of first term

stucture,

stores,

rhymes, on free

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) itemize what to

use in washing

1) Pupås, as a dass, 

discuss items use to

wash hands.

2) Pupils, in small 

1) Crea6vity ard

2) Cotiaboratm ard 1)

orrm.•rtcaÜi

groups, form songs to



WKS TOPICS

needs to wash

hands before

eating.

(D). Revision
of first tem

work:

vowel sound
[ail.

(E). Revision
of first term

work: colour

and matching

colours.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

our hands

2)compose song

on washing of

hands

3) dramatize

washing of hands

songs.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) recognise the
fail sound.

2) pronounce the
lai/ sound

3) blend lai/ with
words for
reading and
spelling.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

shouid be able to:

(i) identify basic

colours.

(ii) locate real

world objects of a

specific colour.

(iii) match the

colour given with

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

use in washing of

hands.

3) Each pupil

performs the correct

way to wash hands.

1) Pupils, in pairs,

identify lai/ sound

words.

3) Each pupil

pronounces /ail

sound in words.

2) Pupils, in small

groups, relate the

sound to words.

(i)Pupils, in pairs,

examine the colours

for identification.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, think and

identify objects with

specific colours e.g.

Green-leaves, black-

tires.

(iii)Each pupil

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

3) Critical thinking

and problem solving

1) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

2) Collaboration and

communication.

3) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(ii)ColIaboration and

communication.

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

ENGLISH

LEARNING

RESOURCES

Web resourcæ

httpsM/wwNunitypo

int com

http]/hetv.org

Audio visual

resources

1) Tape

2) Picture

3) Charts

Web resources

https://vmw.ascend
iea

rninqcentre.com

Audio visual

resource

(i)Pictures

(ii)Video

Web resources

https://www.esikids

tuff.com

https•]/study .com

the objects.
matches the colour

given with the object.



stuotrs
vomcs

B).Vocabulary

building: new

words and

reading.

onocctrvrs
ny tho

(l)mplnin why

correct sentonco

structure is

ill)portant.

(i')begin Mitten

sentences With

capital letters.

(iii) explain the

types of

sentence e.g.

statements,

questions,

commands, and

exclamations.

(iv)end written

sentences witl
the appropriate

punctuation

marks e.g.

period, question

mark, and

exclamation

marts.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) describe

vocabulary

building;

(ii) generate new

words from the

passage;

(iii) analyse

techniques used

in reading.

it ARMING

(i)mrpt', Aq t.'aq,

nnntyqe wtvy (,rvmc.t

impottant

(il)Pt1011g, in Aman

groups. discuss tho

sentences gwen

(til)Ench ptgq

provides a sent"nc.e
and classifies it as a

statement or

question or

exclamation.

(iv) Pupils, as a class,
listen to audio tapes

and classify the

sentences.

(v) Each pupil writes

sentences ensuring

that each sentence

starts wit) a capital

letter and ends witl

the appropriate

punctuation.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss what

vocabulary building

means.

(ii) Pupils, as a dass,
list new words from

the given passage.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

explain the meaning

of the new words.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

use the new words in

their own sentences.

eunrooto
CORES cn

artrj

comrnun«ntion,

tynktno

and prot/ern

sotvtno
Web

LAGOS STATE MINISTRY OF ED

(i) Collaboration and

communication.

(ii) Creativity and

imaginaüon.

(iii) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

CATION

Visual resources

(i) Charts

(ii) Flashcards

Web resources

https•]/studentreas

ure.com
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consonant

sounds

f Ju s,ters

D).Oral and

written

comprehensio

n.

ARNING

on,if c.i

fly the t'

bo at 'to to

(i) pronounce

jn isolatton.

(ii)difforontiatc

between

consonant sounds
in isolation and

those in pairs;

(iil) pronounce

consonant

clusters correctly.

(iv)identify

consonant

clusters in words.

(v) produce words

with consonant

clusters correctly

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able to:

(i)examine and

label pictures in

books.

(ii) list and identify

comprehension

strategies.

(iii) apply

comprehension

strategies to text.

O q: von

rnontjon tho

sound%

Pupd%. small

qroupt'„ qjvo a

thumbs up whon they
hear a consonant
sound.

(tii)Each pupil
pronounces the

consonant sounds in
isolation e.g. 1b/ in the

word bed.

(iv). Pupils, in small

groups, blend to

consonant sounds in

pairs to produce new

sounds e.g. Ibr/ in

bread, /fl/ in flood etc.

(v) Pupils produce

additional consonant

clusters of their own

and match them to

words.

(i) Pupils, as a class,
discuss the picture

given and label them.

(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, distinguish

the strategies.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

compare the

strategies.

iv) Each pupil applies

the comprehension

strategies to a

selected text.

CORf% SKILLS

and

gnaglnafton

(")Collaboratjon and

00)Cnticaf thinking

and problem solving

(i)Creativity and

imagination.

(ii)Collaboration and

communication.

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK, FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)

LEARNING

RESOURCES

Audio vtsuaJ

resourcgs

0)Chart

(i')TapeMdeo

Web resources

http://siqhtwords co

Audio visual

resources

1) video on oral

sounds

2) charts

Web resource

https://yww.thedas

s

roomkey.com



TOPICS

(A) Grammar:
3

present, past

and future

actions.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By tho end of tho

lognon, pupilg

Ghoul(l bo able to:

(i) (lovolop an

undotstnndtng

about tho

imporlanc,o of

storytelling

(ii) apply tho

tochniquos of

tolling a story.

(iii) create stories.

By the end of

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) explain the

concept of tense

(ii)identify the

tense by circling it

in a sentence.

(iii)make songs

with the tenses

with action.

(iv)write

sentences using

the past, present

or future tense.

LEARNING
ACTIVITICS

O) Pup"o, a

analygo tho

importanc,o of

q'orytolbng

(ji) Pupils. in

qroup«, illuotralq tho

toc,hntquoq of tolling a

story,

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

put idoas togqth0f to

creato a story,

(i)Pupilg, ag a class,

brainstorm on what

they did yesterday,

what they are doing

now, and what thoy

will do tomorrow to

discover the concept

of tense.

(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, look at charts

showing verbs in

past, present and

future tense with

examples to analyse

the differences

between past,

present, and fuwre

tenses.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

identify the tenses in

sentences and circle

the words, which

convey that tense.

and

imagjmjtiijn

and

thinntitJ

and solving,

(i) Critical thinking

and probkym uh/ing,

(ii) Collaboration and

(iii) Critical thirking

and problem gofhng,

Wob

(l)Charfs

(i')Pit.ftres

Web

http'/hff/.w,

(iv)Pupils, as a class,
sing songs using past

present and future

tense and dramatize

the actions in the

sentences.



Supplementar

y Reading.

(C).Vocabulary

building: New

words and

Meaning.

(E). Poems

and Rhymes.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) read and share
with other pupils

the story read.

(ii) discuss

lessons learnt

from the book.

(iii) relate events

in the story to their

personal lives.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) combine words

to make meaning.

(ii) identify the

meaning of each

word given to

them.

(i0gse the new

words in

sentences.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) recognise

rhyming poems.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

constructs sentences

using past, present or

future actions

(i) Each pupil reads a

recommended story

book from Lagos

State approved

booklist.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the lessons

learnt from the book

read.

(iii) Each pupil relates

the event in the story

to his or her personal

lives,

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

words given to them.

(ii) Pupils, as a dass,

discuss the meaning

of each word given to

them.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

use the words in their

own sentences.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

dramatize the

meanings of the new

words in the

sentence.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

brainstorm and

discuss what words

like rat, hat house,

mouse, etc. have in

common.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i)Criucal thinking

and problem solving.

(Il)Creativity and

Imagination.

(iii) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(i)Collaboration and

communication.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii)Critical finking
and problem solving.

(i)Creativity and

imagination.

(ii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(iii)Collaboration and

communication

edudelighttutors.coms

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual 
resources •

(i)lmages

(ii)Charts

Web resources

http:l/www.wearq

teachers.com

Grade two reading

comprehension.

visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Flashcards

Web resources

http://www.realeam

enqlish.com

How to study

vocabulary building

Audio visual

resources

(i)Tapes

(ii)Charts

85



(A). Speech

Work:

Phonemic

Awareness,

Vowel Sounds

/i/, /i:/ sea, eat,

bin, sit.

(B)Grammar.

Introducing

Adjectives and

Adverbs.

(ii) demonstrate

recognition of

rhyming words.

(iii)determine

whether two

words rhyme or

not.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)produce the

Vowel sounds as

in cut, spot, court,

sport;

(ii)pronounce the

vowel sounds;

(iii)match the

sounds with

words.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)explain the need

to give more

information.

(ii)identify

adjectives and

adverbs as words

which give more

information in

(ii)Pupils, in pairs,

generate other words
that have the same

rhymes in common.

(iii)Pupils, in small

groups, figure out

whether two words

rhyme or not.

(iv) Pupils, in small

groups, dramatize the

meanings of the

rhyming words

(v) Pupils, as a class,
perfom the poem

with emphasis on the

rhyming words.

(i)Pupils, in small

groups produce the

sounds.

(ii)Pupils, as a class,

pronounce the

sounds.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

analyse the sounds

and match it with

words.

(i)Pupils as a class
brainstorm about

scenaios when they

may need to provide

more information or

details e.g. when they

are describing.

(ii)Pupils, as a class,
think and share about

words which express

all the different ways

you could walk to

Web resources

http•.//'NMM

education.com

(i)Collaboration and

communication.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(ii)Collaboration and

communication.

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

Audio visual

resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Tape

Web resources

https•.//vxw.

education

.vic.qov.all

Visual resources

(i)Pictures

(ii)Charts

(iii)Flashcards

Web resources

https://education.

dictionary.com



WKS TOPICS

(C)Vocabulary

building:

New words

and reading.

(D)Literature:

Rhyming

words.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

sentences;

(iii)ldentlfy

adjectives and
adverbs in

sentences

(iv)use adjectives
and adverbs

correctly;

(v)construct

sentences with
adverbs and

adjectives.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) explain
vocabulary
building;

(ii) create new
words;

(iii) analyse the

techniques used

in reading.

By the end the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) define rhyming
words and
identify them;

(ii) demonstrate
recognition of

rhyming words;

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

formulate the

meantnq of adverbs.

(iii)Pupils, In small

groups, discuss and

share the various

words that could be

used to describe a

person to formulate

the meaning of

adjectives.

(iv)Each pupil

mentions the

Adjectives and

Adverbs they are

familiar with.

(v)Pupils, in small

groups, make use of

adjectives and

adverbs in sentences.

(i)Pupils, in small

groups, discuss what

vocabulary building

means.

(ii)Pupils, as a class,
itemize new words

from the given

passage.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

analyse the given

passage.

(i)Pupils, as a class,
examine the rhyming

words.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, recognize the

rhyming words by

putting it into

demonstration.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i)Collaboration and

communication.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(i)Creating and

imagination.

(ii)Collaboration and

communication.

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

ENGLISH

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Flashcards

(iii)Pictures

Web resources

https://studentreas

ures.com

Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Flashcards

Web resources

https://study.com

https://www.teache



LEARNING
TOPICS

LEARNING EMBEDDED LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

KS

(iii) determine

whether two

words rhyme or

not.

(A)Reading on By 

lesson, 

the end 

pupils

of the

5 effect of
should be able to:

harmful herbal

medicine. (i)identify

information about

harmful herbal

medicine from the

passage.

ACTIVITIES

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

determine whether

two words rhyme or

not.

(i)Class reads a

passage about

harmful herbal

medicine practice.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

risk factors of herbal

medicine using

evidence from the

CORES SKILLS

(i) Creativity and

imagination.

(ii).Collaboration and

communication.

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(ii) use evidence

from the passage
passage.

RESOURCES

r.orq

Visual resources

(i)Pictures

(ii)real objects

Web resources

https:l/www.rcmp-

rc. .ca

https:llleaminq.

(B)lntroducing

individuals

using (l am,

you, are, my

name is, we

are, this is my

etc.)

to explain the risk

factors of harmful

practices with

herbal medicine

(iii)share their

(iii) Each pupil

experiences about

the use of herbal

medicine.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify words

used to introduce;

(ii)introduce

themselves as

individuals j;

(iii)introduce

themselves in

pairs using

appropriate

words.

summarises the key

information from the

passage.

(iv)Each pupil explain

his or her

experiences on

herbal medicine.

nytimes.com

(i)Pupils, as a class,

brainstorm and

(i)Creativity and

imagination

Visual resources

discuss about

scenarios where they

need to introduce

themselves.

(ii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(iii)Critical thinking

(ii) Analyse the words and problem solving

used for introduction.

(i)Pictures

(ii)Charts

Web resources

https•.l/www.

pinterest.ca

(iii)Each pupil use the

words in sentences to

introduce themselves

to the class.

(iv)Pupils, in pairs,

identify other words

used to introduce

people.

(v) Pupils in pairs

introduce each other.



ENGLISH STIJDI

WKS TOPICS

(C)Grammar:

Nouns.

(D)Oral and

written

comprehensio

n passage.

6 (A)Spelling:

Four letter

words --

Tail, Food,

Root, Four,

Pink etc.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson. pupils

should be ablo to

what

nouns are.

the

different ot

nouns;

Oii)use of nouns in

sentences.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(l) examine and

label pictures in

the given

passage.

(i)list and identify

comprehension

strategies in the

given passage.

(iii)apply

comprehension

strategies to the

given passage.

LEARNING EMBEDDED LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

(i)Pupil:;, In small

oroups. what

noun s; are.

(Il)Puplls, as a class,
outhne the typcs of

nouns

(q0Each pupil makes

use of nouns in

sentences.

(iv) Pupils, tn pairs,
analyse the types of

nouns used in their

written sentences.

CORES SKILLS
(l)Collaboration and

communication.

and

imagination.

Oli)Crltical thinking

and problem solving

(i)Pupils, as a class,

discuss the pictures

given and label them.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, distinguish

the strategies in the

given passages.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

(i)Creativity and

imagination.

(ii)Collaboration and

communication

(iii)Critical finking

RESOURCES
Visual resources

(i)Chart

(ii)Flashcard8

Web resources

htt s•llstu c

Audio visual

resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Pictures

(iii)Vldeo or oral

sounds

Web resources
compare the

strategies in the given

passage.

and problem solving.
https://wwwthedas

s roomkey.com

By the end of the (i)Pupils, as a class, (i) Critical thinking Audio visual

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) identify letters

comprising a word

from the sounds

of the phonemes.

(ii)pronounce the

four letters

together.

pronounce the words and problem solving.

to idenify and
and(ii)Collaboration 

distinguish the
communication.

sounds.

(ii)Pupils, in small (iii)Critical thinking

groups, match the and problem solving.

four letter words to

pronounce it.

(iii)Pupils in pairs

resources

(i)Vldeo/tape.

(ii)Flashcards.

(iii)Charts

Web resources

https•]lwww.

pinterest.com

the soundstranslate 



LEARNING LEARNING EMBEDDED
TOPICS OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES CORES SKILLS

(iii)write the four

letter words

correctly.

By the end of the
(B)
Supplementary lesson, pupils

should be able to:
Reading:

v. share with
other pupils the

poems read;
v. discuss lesson

leamt from the

book
relate events

in the story to
their personal

lives

A. Mid-term tests
7

B. Open day

C. Mid-term break

into letters of the

alphabet.

(iv) Pupils in pairs

put the letters

together to spell

words.

(v) Pupils, as a class,

pronounce the four

lettors together.

(i) Each pupil reads

a recommended

poem from Lagos

state approved

booklist.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the lessons

leamt from the poem

read.

(iii) Ea&l pupil relates

the event in the poem

to his or her personal

lives.

Homework

8 A) Fluency

reading.

(i)Critical thinking

and prouem solving.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

i) Pupils as a class

listen to model

i) Critical thinking

and problem

should be able to;

i) actively listening

and observe a

reading model;

(ii)emulate the

model reading to

fluently read the

reader, e.g. tea&ler,

audio recording, read

the passage.

ii) Each pupil

emulates the model

reading to read aloud

to the class.

solving.

ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Audio visual

resourcns

(i)lmages/

pictures

ii)Video/tape Web

resources

https•Jlvmw.

scholastic.coM

https•.//wfffl.

education.com

Audio visual resources

i) Charts

ii) Video/tape(iii)

Flashcards

web resources

https://www.education.

com

given passage;

ii) recognize ideas

in the given

iii) Pupils, in small

groups, take tums to

read sections of the

passage aloud to



ENGUSH
TOPtcs

Wy schoS.

C) grammar:
Using

pronouns in

sentences —

my ,his ,her

,our ,their,

yours etc.

C-SJECTVES

Gas
zessa;s

»esscn,

shoc'Z ase t;

i)tak

school

oratay;

ä)dscuss tee

arrangement

Ota Y,

äi) dasst%' the

mmponents into
sections and

describe each

section orally,

iv)give a simple

talk about "my

school".

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to;

(i) define

pronouns;

ii) identfy and list

out some

pronouns

(singular and

s.T,cd-

f) PupEs, as a ±ss.
discuss the

arrangement

Pupils in smaä

groups c{assfy the

components of the

school into sections.

iv) Pupils, in small

groups, take turns to

describe each section

of the school orally.

v) Each pupil talks

about the topic "my

school".

vi) Pupils, in pairs,

take tums to talk

about amy school' '

i) Pupils in small

groups brainstorm

about words to use to

refer to themselves or

the group without

using their actual

names.

ii) Pupils, as a class,

define the meaning of

CORES SKLLS

i) Creativity and

imagination.

ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

ii)7apeS'Ceo

Web resources

Visual resources

i)charts

ii)fiashcards

web resources

https•]/study.com

plural form); pronouns.



TOPICS

Supplementary

Reading: A

play,

9 A) Vocabulary

building:

New words

and

meaning.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

lii) use pronouns

in sentence.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) read and share

with other pupils

the story read.

(ii) discuss

lessons leamt

from the book.

(iii) relate events

in the story to their

personal lives.

By the end of the

lesson, pupil

should be able to:

i) combine words

to make meaning.

ii) discover the

meaning of each

words given to

them.

iii)use the new

words in

sentences.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

iii) Pupils, in small

groups, itcmizc the

pronouns they know.

iv) Each pupil makes

use of pronouns in a

sentence.

(i) Each pupil reads a

recommended story

book from Lagos

state approved

booklist

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the lessons

leamt frorn the book

read.

(iii) Each pupil relates

the event in tie story

to his or her personal

lives.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

words given to them.

(ii) Pupils, as a dass,

discuss the meaning

of each word given to

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

use the words in tteir

own sentences.

(iv) Pupas, in pairs,

dramatize the

meanings of new

words in the

sentence.

edudelighttutors.com

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i)Critical thinking

and problem

solving.

(ii)Creativity and

irnagination.

(iii) Critical

thinlmg and

problem solving.

i) Collaboration

and

ii) Creativity ard

ünaginatjm.

iii) Critical

thinkW)g and

problem

ATION

ENGLISH STUDIES

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual resourcgs •

(i) Images

Cli)Charts

Web

btwJ/wrw.weare

teachers ccyn

Grade two reading

comprehension.

Visual resources

l)Charts.

ii)Flashcards

Web

F@s•J/wwwrealæ

men#h.com

How to study

vocabulary building.
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B)Oral and

written

comprehension.

C) Written

My school

D) Stucbure:

Make

sentences on

synonyrns and

By the end of the

lesson, pupil

should be able to:

i)examine and

lath,'l Picture in

books;

ii)list and identify

comprehension

strategies;

Jii)apply

comprehension
to text.

By the of the

less€n pupil
should be able to:

i)explain steps to

wnting a

composition;

ü)analyse

school faaliües;

iil) use the steps

to write an essay

on "my schoo('

By the end of tie

lesson,

should be able to:

i)explain

synonyms and

antonyms.

ii)list some

synonyms and

antonyms.

l) Pupils, as a class,

discuss pictures

given and label them.

il) Pupils, In small

groups, distinguish

the strategies.

lit) Pupils, in pairs,

compare the

strategies.

i) Pupils, as a dass,

discuss the steps to

Miting a composition.

ii) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse their

school faciliües.

iii) Pupils, in small

groups, classify the

components of the

school into sections.

iv) Pupils, in small

groups, take tums to

describe each section

of the schod orally.

v) Each pupil %Mtes

an essay on my

school.

i) Pupils, as a dass,

discuss what

synonyms and

antonyms means.

ii) Pupils, in small

groups, itemize some

synonyms and

antonyms.

i) Creativity and

imagination.

ii) Collaboration

and

communic,ation.

i") Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

i) Creativity and

imagination.

ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

i) Creativity and

imagination.

ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

Audio visual resources

l) Charts.

ii) Video.

Web resources

https•.//www.theclas

sroomkey.com

Visual resources

i)Charts.

ii)Picture.

web resources

https://byius.com

Visual resources

i)Charts.

ii)Pictures.

Web resources

https://www.education.

com



TOPICS

A) Revision.

grammar

present. past

and future

actiers.

B) Revision:

literature —

rhyming words. 

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

lil)make

sentences using

synonyms and

antonyms of the

same words

By the end of the

lesson. ßjpil

should be able to.

i)idenåfy the

tenses by circling

it in a sentence.

(ii) use the tenses

where necessalY.

iii) demonstrate

tenses

songs and action.

iv) write

sentences using

he past, present

and future tense.

By the erdof he

lesson, pupil

should be able to:

i)define rhyming

words and dentify

hem.

ii)demonstrate

re@gnijon of

rhyming words.

iii)determine

whether two

words rhyme or

not

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

iit) Each pupil write

sentences using

synonyms

antonyms of tho

same words

l) Pupils, in patrs,

identity the tenses.

i!) Pupils, small

groups, discuss using

the tenses.

(iii) Pupils, as a dass,

demonstrate the

tenses wit) songs.

iv) pupil
construds sentences

using past, preset

and future acions.

i) as a dass
fre

words.

i) Pupas, smal

groups, remgrize

words by

inb
dertmstatm.

iii) PI*, püs,
detemire wt•eter

two words rhyme or

not.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

i) Cntjcal thinking

and problem

solving.

u) Cd&rabon

(WI) Creafr€ity ard

imaginatm.

iv) CriÜl
thhking and

problem solvirv.

i) Creafivity and

irnaginajm.

j) C&oraöon
and

iü) Crijcal

probm

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

ENGLISH STUDIES

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Vßual resouruys

eå.Mbon,

https•ltwww-pinterest

Visual resouræs

ii)ftaézds

Web resmræs

h

http•]iwww.teacrer.
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TOPtCS

C) ReviskY)

ClXStvyn am'

trai.txw

D)Revision:

Cdounng he
giæn pictures

11 Revision:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES
By the end of the

lesson. puml

should be able to,

i)exanyne tusher

culture.

cultural

dfferences wi$un

ccynmunty.

i+dsmver

basic

of (1}Rure.

By tie of the

Essm, pup]s
stwd}d be able to:

i) examine he

pmn-es

and

name tern.

i) iddlfify tie best
mbar b be use in

pidure given.

üi) dour he
givæl pmres

Revise

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES
l) Pupils, tn pajrs.

thew culture

toqethcr

Pupils. Jn small

group, recognse the

cuttural drffcrences

Within the community,

Pup's as a class

discover basic

aynponent of culture.

l) Pupils, as a class,

analyse tie pictures

given to them with

names.

ii) Pupfls, in small

groups, discuss the

best dour to be use

in colouring fie

picture given to tiem.

iii) Each pupil mlour

be given pÄ1re

adequately.

Use relevant teaching

and leaming

materials

EMBEDDED
CORES SK'LLS
i) Critical thinking

and problem

solving

and

comrwnication.

iii) Creatvity and

imagination.

i) Creativity and

imagination.

ii) Collaboration

communication.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

12 EXAMINATION

13 EXAMINATION edudelighttutors.com

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual resources

l)Charts

ii)Pictures

web resources

https•.//y.ww ven.Qrq

Visual resources

i)Colour

ii)Pictures

web resources

https://www.turtledlary.

com
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